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Kim, this was a matter of convergence, it is rare to meet another anti-gravity researcher in my
own neck of the woods.
I did not solicit this in any way. My father goes to a coffee shop every morning at the entrance to
Monkey island and speaks to several locals.
All of a sudden his friend is talking about this new land owner doing mineral extraction from water
and levitating massive pyramid structures above the ground.
So you see Kim we can not just walk away from this! It is a little like having a UFO land on the
back of your property one night as you watch from behind a bush or rock. You have no choice but
to modify your thinking on this subject.
Kim I simply rub people the wrong way sometimes. I am just so frustrated after so many years (30
+) of doing research into anti-gravity aircraft based on magnetic atmospheric implosion and
"THEN" have someone local move in who has already lifted 4000 pound pyramid like structures.
Kim, this isn't some guy in Russia or Australia or Europe, he's right under my nose!

This also isn't about some half ounce ion lifter, this device uses low voltages and lifts weight in
the small aircraft weight range!
I understand neither of us are at the "BURT RUTAN" or Billionaire level of social status.
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I was just so excited this happened just a few miles down the road, I was desperate to find
anyone I knew who might be granted an audience with this interesting pyramid researcher.
I understand your work at this time is both at the engineering firm and your compressed air
regenerative engine.
Again Kim, I would have expected the same enthusiasm from you, if completely out of the blue
some neighbor moved into your neighborhood with hundreds of blueprints and an anti-gravity car
in his garage.
So Kim I had nothing to do with this at all.
If my father didn't have coffee every morning at the entrance to Monkey Island I wouldn't even
know about this levitating pyramid deal.
You see Kim I had to tell you about it.
I also believe you are more personable then I am and would have made a far better liaison with
this mysterious inventor.
Let me put it this way, if you ever had the time to visit with me and we had an "INVITE" to this
mans property a few miles away from where I live, I would insist before you went home you saw
this levitating pyramid.
Kim, its like having my own "AREA 51" just a few miles down the road, there have been some big
celebrities showing up.
So please Kim forgive me for my enthusiasm.
This man may instantly become famous or be bought off by a Billionaire some day and we will
never hear another word about the deal.
I HAD TO TELL YOU ABOUT THIS, I WOULDN'T HAVE BEEN MUCH OF A FRIEND IN THIS
RESEARCH IF I HAD NOT!
Forgive me for becoming so over excited about this. Nothing new ever happens around here.
I am very happy to hear that you are preparing to demonstrate your compressed air regeneration
system.
Kim, this is about remaining united. As a great man once said "UNITED WE STAND,DIVIDED
WE FALL"
What ever I can find out that will help your research, I will not hesitate to give to you and I hope
you will always do the same for me.
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Perhaps one day soon you will also be of celebrity status and can command an audience with
any inventor whom you seek.
Imagine being taken into the confidence in 1971 of "CLEM" and his oil powered car engine.
My greatest fear has always been someone has secretly done all of my research but is
"SELFISH" and "GREEDY" and living just a few miles away and unwilling to share a single note
with me.
Kim we will all regret one day if there is an after life all of the times we turned our back on the
suffering of others.
I am convinced in the after life our Lord has prepared for us "MONEY" will no longer be of any
consequence, it will be then that all of those selfish acts we committed in life will come back to
haunt us.
I hope I am on the "GOOD" side when that judgment comes and not counted with the souls who
always chose personal gain over the needs of others.
I will put it this way, "WE ALL HOLD THE KEYS TO A DOOR LEADING TO SOME OTHER
PERSONS HAPPINESS ON EARTH".
I hope that when the Lord examines my pockets in the after life he does not "FIND" any keys that
I could have given to another that would have lead them to there desired goals in life.
So often Kim we have a key to something (perhaps a salvage yard) that someone else
desperately needs and we keep it to ourselves, the key we possess may be of no value to us,but
to someone else it may unlock every door that they wish to enter.
Therefore Kim I just "HAD" to inform you of this new neighbor moving in and his research.
If he makes the national news one day and lives only a few miles away from me, you would be
very angry with me I kept it all to myself.
Your Compressed air regenerating device is no more exotic then my jumping staff,Bessler wheel
prototype or my pyromagnetic atmosphere driven engine.
KIM THERE ARE NO MAGICAL SOLUTIONS TO LIFE'S PROBLEMS.
If we solve one problem we always risk creating another!
So in the end all we can ever really do is share what is on our table with another.
It may be nothing but a nice word or some tiny scrap of technical information we found on the
internet.
Kim,.I believe that is "ALL" our Lord truly desires us to do, just share what we have.
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I know we are not big celebrities or Billionaires!
All I can usually give you is just a few kind words, that is all I have to give at this time.
I only ask you to not forget about this pyramid researcher that is moving in down the road. We
have no idea what he has actually discovered
down there.
If I learn anything else he will allow me to share with you I will as soon as possible.
Kim they say the road to hell is paved with good intentions, well I can tell you with great authority
it is "ALSO" paved with human selfishness and greed!!!
All over the world discoveries have been made (like the Clem oil engine) and suppressed
because a few greedy corporations and corrupt governments are running things down here.
One day they will all be held to account!
I gave you the information about my new neighbor and his anti-gravity pyramid research in your
own best interest.
For now, with no public release of his research pending, (just to celebrities and Billionaires like
R.P. of Texas) we who are not of the privileged class in this country are once more left in the
dark.
Kim, 'LOOSE LIPS SINK SHIPS", but there is also such a thing as absolute greed and
selfishness sinking our ship as well.
I hope that I am always able to share what the Lord has placed on my table with you.This was
one of those occasions.
Kim, I try not to get philosophical with you all of the time, but this situation requires that I do.
Every day of our lives on this Earth is granted to us by a higher authority....I AM CONVINCED OF
THAT!
Therefore if we wish to live longer, (what human being doesn't seek to) we must share all that we
can with others or one day the Lord above who governs us all will withdraw its kind offer of
another day of life on this Earth and we will find ourselves among the departed.
I'm sorry I could not give you more about the anti-gravity pyramid man down the road,but it is just
not up to me to reveal his secrets to the world unless he gives me his specific permission to do
so. If that day comes I will give you more information.
I am looking forward to the day your compressed air regeneration device goes public and you are
given the credit you deserve.
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I also hope the Lord grants "ME" enough additional life (I am sure my credit account up there is
already over drawn by many years) to finish my pyromagnetic research and give it to the people.
It may one day save millions of lives from a catastrophic meteor collision,(there is a big one do in
by 2029)
I would be devastated if I believed our greedy selfish government has prepared survival
chambers in which they alone will weather out such a catastrophic event,while the rest of us are
allowed to die. The "WAL-MART" Billionaires have a secret survival compound in Arkansas. Kim
do they know something we don't???
There is also the threat of an alien race from beyond our solar system coming here in ships such
as the type I have been describing to you and taking our little planet away from us.
Kim if you ever have a few minutes down load a short video on "U-TUBE" from the 1960's era TV
show "THE INVADERS".
It is a chilling account of what may be coming our way in the near future, I have analyzed there
space craft and wanted to warn the human race that they are "NOT ALONE IN THE UNIVERSE".
I failed in my purpose on this from government secrecy and lack of funding.
As a final anecdote ,(please read "PYRAMID ANECDOTES" by Nelson Hood...1999 on
Keelynet)
Kim we both grew up in the same era. Do you recall "MY FAVORITE MARTIAN" with Bill Bixby in
the 60's????
You can also see a few minute episode of "MY FAVORITE MARTIAN" on "U-TUBE".
Just like the anti-gravity pyramid I just saw down the road. Uncle Martin was hiding an
interplanetary space vehicle in the garage.
I am sure you remember this from the 60's. Kim, I researched his famous UFO on the internet
and found out it sold at a Hollywood car auction for just "$700 dollars" back in the 80's!
It is now in the hands of some private collector. Bill Bixby loved to sit in that little spaceship when
he was not filming "MY FAVORITE MARTIAN".
Kim, ever since this new neighbor down the road began to move his things in, I too have
imagined I was living next to my own Uncle Martin!
only in this case he travels inside a flying pyramid, instead of that little spaceship Uncle Martin did
in the "MY FAVORITE MARTIAN" TV series in the 60's.
I hope "MY VERSION OF THE SHOW" doesn't get cancelled too soon.
I have always believed that somewhere up there others are looking down on us as if our "OWN"
lives are a TV show.
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Kim, lets hope and pray that neither one of our individual "SHOWS" gets cancelled anytime
soon.I am also counting on having a lot of re-runs of my life show!
Kim good luck on the compressed air regeneration device.I am still preparing to release
something on my pyromagnetic aircraft engine and the Bessler wheel this year. I only wish this
new neighbor would help me weld up a few things. That is probably just a fantasy at this time. I
have not met him yet and may never receive an invite to his place when he is all up and running.
Kim, just remember the Lord above already gave us the greatest gift, another day of life.
Compared to that most of our material wants and needs are hardly that important. Of course I still
wish just like Bill Bixby in "MY FAVORITE MARTIAN" that one day I was privileged to have my
own "UNCLE MARTIN" living in the house with me and his anti-gravity spaceship parked in my
garage.
Just think about it Kim somewhere out in this vast country of ours, what is only a 60's era TV
show to us, is an everyday reality to someone else. If I was ever given the slightest assistance in
my own pyromagnetic research, one day "EVERYONE'S GARAGE MIGHT HAVE AN ANTIGRAVITY SPACESHIP PARKED INSIDE IT"!!! YOUR FRIEND MR.BAILEY
P.S. do not forget check out on the internet "PYRAMID ANECDOTES" by Nelson Hood 1999
,Keelynet discussion list, even Jerry Decker could not find it at first! That man Nelson Hood spoke
of is most definitely moving in down the road a few miles away from me with all of his apparatus.
and Kim if you should find the time, also check out on "U-TUBE" ...."THE INVADERS" from 1967
and "MY FAVORITE MARTIAN" from 1964. It may be more relevant to our research then you
think! GOOD LUCK MY FRIEND, may a higher Grace find us even if we are too lost to find it.

